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I have now given you it brief sketch of the magnitude of the 
complete undertaking, of the various causes which led up to 
it and of the results which it has already been responsible for; 
I will now conclude my lecture by giving you some idea of 
how the work is carried out and ot the enormous amount of 
detail and figuring involved; by the help of the slides I shall 
llOW show and explain to you. 

Slides of an astrographic telescope, and slides of a com
plete set of record sheets of one plate were then shown and 
explained by the lecturer. 

Jupiter, the Giant Planet 
By THE REV. J. MITCHELL, M.A., F.R.A.S. 

THE subject of my lecture to-night is .Jupiter, the Giant 
Planet, and it is fitting that this lecture should be delivered 
on a Thursday (Jupiter's Day or ~~"'9j'f~<lt"il). 

The name Jupiter is a most appropriate one. Mytholo
gically, Jupiter was supreme among the gods. As Zeus, 
he was the earliest, the greatest and the most renowned 
deity in the Greek Pantheon. As Jupiter, he was also the 
chief deity of the Romans. In the Solar system he is 
supreme, for he is the largest in size among the planets. He 
is almost supreme in brightness, only Venus surpassing him 
in this respect. When Jupiter and Venus appear side by 
side in the heavens, i.e., when they are near conjunction, they 
present a most brillir.nt spectacle. Such a spectacle I well 
remember witnessing in the evening sky in January 1892, 
about 22 years ago, and the impression it made on my mind 
will never be effaced. 

During the greater part of last year Jupiter was a brilliant 
object in the southern sky, and its altitude being about 
45° it was favourably situated for an observer in this latitude, 
but ourfriendsin England were not so fortunate, for Jnpiter's 
altitude being only 17° no serious telescopic work could be 
done. It was, therefore, hoped that all possessors of telc
scopes living in lower latitudes would make good use of their 
opportunity. Fortnnately for our Society, early in July. 
the mounting of the 7" Merz refractor, belonging to the 
Observatory of the Indian Association for the Cultivation 
of Science, was completed, and Mr. Raman, to whose energy 
that mounting is largely due, lost no time in turning it on 
Jupiter. I also, in Bankura, used my 5" Cooke on the planet 
on almost every favourable night. Between us·, for we (t,o 
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lise an n.stl'onomical expression) have been in conjunction 
during most of t.he year, Vfe have made a number of u~eflll 
observations anrl about l!)O kketches, of which 1 shall make 
the fullest tlse dming the conrse of thi.s lect.ure. 

The reguhr observing of .Jupiter in this country from l\'[a,y 
to almost, the end of the yea,r, when the planet, disappeared 
in t.he Rnn's rays, h~ts taught me one lesson, and I woulrl. 
impress this on a.ll amateur astronomers in India; t.he lesson 
is t.his: "Do not dCRpise t,he hot weitt.her, and still more the 
rains, for astronomical pm·poses." To tell you the truth, 
the fineRt. definit.ion I lmve obt.ained, ~tnd certa.inlythe most 
perfect views, of .Jupiter were in ,j"nly. I had a'!8o splendid 
views of t.he planet in May and a few in .Tllne. The old 
adage " All is not gold t.hat, glitters " is tnw when appliod 
to t,he sky. Most of the brilli!tnt nights in November and 
December I found were a,lmost useless. The definition was 
Rcarcely even good. St"t.rs more often t.han not wer~ bloated, 
blazing masses of light 1111d colour, instead of being pointfj 
wit.h regular diffract.ion rings round t.hem. It is true the 
definit.ion during the lar,;t mout.h improved, but 1 scarcely 
think finor views of a,ny ohjecti in the sky could be obt.ained 
than those in t.he middle of the year. 

And here I would point out tha,t Jupiter is, facile lJt'inceps, 
the phnet of t,he amat.enr with a small telescope. In these 
days phot.ography has to a, conRiderable ext.ent displaced the 
eye obRPrvat.ionR of not, only small im~trllments but teloscopes 
of the largeRt, apert,ure for <1 great many purposes. No t.ele
scope can now compete with the phot.ographic plat.e in the 
mapping of stars, in the delineat.ing of comets and nebulro 
or in the mapp.ing of spectra. Photography is now com
peting strongly with 8maJl t.eleHcopos for dotn,ilecl work on 
both Run [1nd Mooll, fol' i,o-da,y photogmphR of sma,n areas 
of both Run and 1\1.oon of e;lli'pn~~ill!-!: beauty nnci clearness 
of det,Lil f~ro tn,lwtl, Bill, n, good a" or 4" can stHl reveal a 
liHle more det,f1il on t,}w Moon ViRII/llly t,h~)'ll any te1escopo 
can procluec photogl'ltphierdly. With tho ph1nctfl, however, 
the 81,11l;e of things is different. Photo,<:;raphs of Mars, 
Jllpiter and Sl),tann are taken sy;-;tpma!,i<:a,lly, but, they are 
small and tho details are meagre and indistinct at the best. 
Here, then, t,here is /ilCope for the [l,mat.eur. ,Jupit.er through 
a good 4/1 or 5" on a good night is a revelation. It is dangewus 
jl!'Ophesy:ng, but it Roome; t.o me that, for many years to 
come the camera will have no clw,nce witli the t.elescope, 
used visually, on Jupiter. 

Let Ilf! now look H,t, the pmdtioll of .TlIpit0r in t,he Nolfl,r 
systom. The Sun's fa,mil,\' i:; divitlou i11io two ('.la.KkCS of 4 
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each. The first 4, Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars, are the 
small yet dense members, the 'Other 4, Jupiter, Saturn, 
UrAnus and Neptune, are the large giant yet light members 
'Of the family. Between these tW'O groups we have the 
asteroids, numbering several hundreds and considered by 
some to be the remains of a fractured planet. The asteroids 
consist of a ring of tiny planets circling round the Sun in the 
'Same way as the Leonids, or ring of meteors, the difference 
being that meteors are very much smaller fragments, mere 
«lust c'Ompared with the min'Or planets. Of the 2nd class. 
i.e., the class of the giants, Jupiter stands head and almost 
sh'Oulders ~bove his brethren, and he might be looked upon 
a.s the guardian brother 'Of the family, and indeed he does 
exercise a considerable influence over his relatives and out
siders too, for no celestial object can come within the ra.nge 
of his influence without being attracted very considerably 
in his direction. Especially is this the case with comets. I 
remember in my lecture on Comets, a year ago, in this Hall, 
referring to the acti'On of Jupiter in delaying the coming of 
Halley's Comet in 1759. It was calculated that the comet 
was delayed 618 days by the two planets, Jupiter and Saturn, 
and of these 518 were due to Jupiter. 

For many centuries, and even to-day the belief is held by 
many in this country, people have believed that Jupiter 
exerted an influence, sometimes for good, and sometimes 
for evil, over the destinies of mankind. There are few 
guardians to-day who would allow their children to attend 
school for the first time on any day but Thursday. For such 
a purpose ~~\5~ (Thursday) is the auspicious day. To 
most people in Bengal 21 hours of this day are auspicious t 

but the remaining 3 'are just the reverse. 
, If a child be born when the planet is in Cancer J then happy 
is that child. He will be magnanimous, faithful, bashful, 
of sweet and affable conversation, honourable, religious, 
just- wise, -prudent, grateful and virtuous. He will be 
indulgent to his wife and children and will revere old age. 
He will be a great reliever of the poor and will hate all 
s'Ordid actions. Would that Jupiter could be nailed up 
permanently in that benign constellation? But if the child 
be born when the planet happens to be in Capricornus 
woe comes to the unfortunate one. He will wast,e his 
patrimony and will be hypocritically religious. He will 
be tenacious and obstinate in maintaining false tenets in 
religion. Ignorance, carelessness, grossness and, du!nesA 
will characterise him through life. He ,will abase himself 
in all companies and will stoop when there is no necessity. 
When we consider Jupiter's brightness we are not surprised 
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t,hat people credit him with snch power, and when we 
;,~ollflider it.R immense size we a,re not surprised t,hat its 
influence upon other celestial orbs should be so great. 
Compared with our Eart,h its diameter is 10 times as great, 
,,,hile compared with the Sun its diameter is only T\, that 
OI the parent" so thltt it occupies, in point of size, or 
volume, a sort of mid-way position between the two. In 
round numbers we have 8,000 miles as the diameter of the 
'Earth, 85,000 a,s that of Jupiter and 850,000 the diameter 
of the Sun. 

Whilst Jupiter is immensely larger-l,300 times-in 
volume than the Earth, yet" being a light planet, its mass is 
,eonsiderably less, being in fact only 300 t,il'nes that of the 
mlLSS of the Eu,l'th. It.s densit,y, therefore, if> about ! tha~ 
of the Eart.h, 'I~ ,P.", a lit.tle higher than t.hat of wat.er. 

Thufl proport.ionl.l,tcly t,he force of gravity on t.he surface 
of ,Jupiter will not be the same as on the surface of the 
Earth; it is in reality only 2i times as great. From this we 
must oonclude that, inhabitante on .Jupiter-if any exist--, 
mnst, be much less than t,hose here. A graceful young lady 
of 10 stones would, if t,I'ansport,cd to .J upiter, be at once 
changed into a hea.vy weight of 25 Rtones. The inhabitants 
of t.lw planet will therefore he somewhat Lilliput.ian in 
sta,ture ~11ld weight, It would not. do t,O build a tower o\: 
chimney of the ordinary diameter and ] 00 yards high OIl 

.f up iter , for it, would be crushed by it" own weight, so the 
:size of the inhabitantR as well a.s buildings will have to be 
inversely as the gra.vity. 

Jupit,er revolves round the Sun ahout. once in 12 years at 
11 dist,a,nce of 482 million miles, but this does not matter very 
much t.o itR inhabitants, for it is pl'l1ctically wit,hout Sell,ROllfl, 
the l'CLtROll being that it,s axis of rott1UOn is almost vertical to 
the plane of it.K orbiL Whu,t a monoiiono(U.; Htl1te of tlhings 
this pro(lue(~R it, if!, searcely pOf!sible t.oimagine. 

How many of ns rt1alise what, we owe to the fact, that the 
axis of t,he El~rt.lt's revolntion iR inelined 23! 0 from the 
vert/hml t,o the plane of our orbit,. l::{ur(~ly t.his is not Mai
<lentlL!! SUl'qly thoro it:! design in thiR! Huppose the axi~ 
were not inclhwd, tlH1t is were vertical, thon all our dayR 
would be alike, There would be monotony everywhere, the 
temperature would vary with the latitude and the winds 
would blow every day with an irritating regull1rity. At, the 
Poles t.ho Run would hang on the horizon eternn.lly. Hound 
and l'onlld he would appear t,o revolve once in 24 hours, 
lWVeI' Hillking below and never riRing above the: horizon. 
Al th~ l<~qllator he wOllld rir.;e due in tlw E!l,Rt., move vertically 
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overhead and set dead in t,he Vi/est. Every day would be the 
SFlme from the Poles to the Equator, the altitude of the 8nn 
at noon would be the true latitude, the Sun always rising 
in the East and setting in the West,. Suppose the angle made 
by the polar axis to the vertical were greater than 23~_o, then 
the seasons would be accentuated. Tropical weather would 
characterise for a time the t3mperate regions in summer and 
pola,r wea'ther would obtain in winter in the same latitudes. 
Jupiter is in the former position. Pity the poor inhabitants. 

Let us now exarnine the planet through a good 4" or 5'" 
Refractor (a good 3" will show the main details). If we are 
fortunate to see the interesting side we shall notice certain 
definite markings, perhaps a black spot. Watch steadily 
this spot for t hour and you will notice that it has shifted from 
right to left (really from left to right, for the telescope inverts 
all objects like an ordinary camera). Look from time to time 
for another l hour; the spot has travelled Htill farther and all 
the other definite markings along with it. Keep up tIle watch 
for another hour and the spot will by the end of that period 
have almost disappeared round the edge of the disc. What 
has happened ~ 'fLo observation shows that Jupiter is re
volving so rapidly on its axis that 2 hours is sufficient to cause 
any particular feature situated fairly centrally on the disc to 
disappear. Oontinued observations upon the same spot, 
especially if the exact time of t,ransit across the central uleri
man be noted, through a few weeks and then divided by the 
number of revolutions will give most accurately the true 
rotation period of that spot and of the planet itself-if the 
'spot is a stationary one. The t,ime for one rotation turns out 
to be about 10 hours or to be more exact 9 hours 55 minutes 
28 seconds, but, as we shall afterwards see, it is difficult to 
ascertain what is the true rotation period of the planet 
itself, as spots have different rotation periods. 

Think of it, such a mass revolving once in 10 hours. Now 
the diameter of Jupiter at the Equator is 88,000 miles. A 
little calculation will reveal the striking fact that a spot on the 
Equator travels, in the course of its revolution, at the rate 
of 8 miles per second. It is rather a stmnge coincidence 
t.hat the planet in its orbit round the Sun travels bodily at the 
same rate. Oomparing the velocity of Jupi.ter at the Equator 
with that of ",ome of the other planets, we find that Saturn's 
velocit.y ~s 6 miles per second, our Earth 15 miles per minute, 
and Mars lOt miles per minute, while the Nun's velocit.y is 
.12 miles per second. What lllUSt inevit.ahly be the rcsuIt
a globe 88,000 in diameter revolving once jn 10 hours 1 Think 
of the centrifugal force, i.e., the tendency of the pa,rtieics 
to fly off at a tangent and so to bulge out at the Equator. 
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Hence we shall not be surprised to fiud that the shape of 
,) upiter is not spherical. A glance through a good tel~scope 
will show at once that this is act,ually the case, for he presents 
a most noticeu,blo flattened appeamnce at the Poles and if 
truly an oblate spheroid. Aeenmte measurements show 
that the equatorial di.ameter i" 88,200 roilel:) and the polas 
di~1meter ~l:3, 000. 

From a, speetacular point, of view Saturn undoubtedly 
comes first, but, ,Jupiter i::; a good second in the teleseope. 
To the na,ked eye it, is (1, striking object, Indeed, so bright 
j" it that many olmervers can see it in broad daylight especially 
when in opposi.tion. In the teleseope it presents a large, 
clear, slightly oval diRc which it: cl"()Nsed by ~t Reries of dark 
and light, bands, sonw of whieh a,l'C di:-;i.,inctly ruddy in colour. 
Then t,\)()rc ~~re 4 t;a,tellitoR N1sily\ iMible, na,y Home of them 
have been S(,('11 by the naked eye when favolll'ably i'lit.uated 
and a powerful tde:-;cope will Reo them in the day timo. I 
have mYRelf seel1thom "evera,! tjnH~R with my 5" quite oHKily 
when i,he Sun has been well up in t,he sky. (By the way, it, does 
not, take H, lu,l'ge t,eleKeope t.O KPC the brighter.' stars in the day 
time. I call see ]>ohLriK, a. Kt,ar of i,he seeond Illagnitude only, 
hy df~y through my Trnnsii. i nst.rullwnt, a,n<l thiK has an a,pert,urc 
only 2~" in dia,nwLOI'.) A moro eal'eful view of t.he phulet; 
revealR t.he bet. t.!mt it, is olle pal'tiouiar helt. t,hat i::: HlOst 
reddish in eolour, and this is the Buuth Eq1tl!torial nnd one of 
the most interest,ing of all the haHN. I onee Raw thiR ruddiness 
t.o grC'at advant.age. As 11, yOllllg nutn I was grelttly interested 
in AHtroIlOJ1lY, and I wOlll(l walk or ride any <list,a,nco to see 
throllgh !~ t.eiPKt:ope. On one occ:asion, in ,July] 881), I. went 
t,o 8outhport, 11, diNtance of flO 11Ii leN from my horoe-·t~nd no 
milc~fl Wa.N oOllsidcl"t'd a great diKtance in t,\lOS(l daYH. 'rhol'e 
:I rNllH,illCd for a fortuight. purposely t.o look through the 
kkseol'(' - <\. (\" Cooke g,c,j'ra,ptor--belonging t,o Mr. :roHeph 
Baxen<iall, M(\t,eol'ologiHt, to t.he ('orpon~t,i()n. :For H days 
1 r('mairwd and pneh night was. eloudy, a.nd the ]aRt night 
eHme, for on the following da,y I IULd t,O return, hut, r was 
"('paid fot' all my t."OIl ble and cx:peni-lo. ':rhe night. t.urned out 
d tilt I' and t;here Wa.R Ml occultat,ion of ,J upit.er by t.ho Moon 
HInt night----a. sODlowha,t, l'<Lre oceurrenco-!~nd t.he only one 
1 haNo ever witncHHed. ~l:llC oecult,.1tion t.ook pIa,co in (hylight 
ILhout. (\.n hour lwfof'(\ Sll1)K(,t,. It, Wltf: :tn exhilarat.ing sight 
to Re(~ t,hn Mooll cr()(~p lip !lean'!" a.nd ll(~arOr to tho planet" 
first o(:culi,illg 1,11(, Ba,idliteN 011(' l).V (HW, {,hon the planet; itself, 
then the renminillg Rftlollit(~R. But, it Wfti:> ILt t.ho re-appel1l'11HOO 
of the pl!~llOi. \vith its 11'ain that whati , Wl1l1t to deHcribe took 
pJae\\. Ii, Wi\H then dark and t,jw stm'" D.,nd .Jupiter Rhone 
out brightly. At. It\:. tone i:latdlite burst forth from t,he edge 
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of the Moon's disc, then another, then Jupiter itself appeared 
slowly, sharp and beautifully defined. As sOon a,s the plane,t 
was clear from the Moon I noticed a wonderful contrast. 
The Moon was silvery white, the Southern Equatorial Belt of 
Jupiter, especially, showed up with a marked deep red colour, 
but the other belts appeared slightly red also. I shall never 
forget the contrast and I shall never forget the glorious spec
t.acle. Now it was often a puzzle to me why Jupiter did not 
look, if not red like Mars, at any rate slight,Iy red, for its 
chief belt is ruddy, but it shines out almost as white as Sirius. 
The reason is now known. It is because its reflective power 
is very great, greater than that of any other planet, twioc 
that of Mars and the Earth, and 12 times that of Venus. It 
reflects 62% of the total light it receives from the Sun. 'When 
it is remembeled that newly fallen snow only reflects 78% we 
can understand how wonderfully great its reflective power is. 
Thus the reason 'why Jupit,er does not show up slightly red is 
because the slight redness is altogether masked by t,he whit,e
ness reflected from the white belts. 

Perhaps the most striking feature on Jupiter as seen through 
a good telescope is the famous Red Spot which is to be found 
in the red Southern Equatorial Belt. It is an elliptical shaped 
spot of enormous dimensions, being some 24,000 miles long 
from East to West and some 7,000 miles broad from North to 
South. It has a curious history which we must refer to. 

It was first discovered by Professor Pritchett, of Glasgow, 
Missouri, United States of America, in July 1878 as a pale 
pinkish oval spot. Next year, 1879, it began to attract atten
tion owing to the intensification of its colour. It was then 
brick-red in appearance, sharp in outline and somewhat like 
an elongated hexagon. It was by far the most conspicuous 
object on the surface of the planet. After 3 years of bright
ness its colour began to fade and in 1882 and 1883 it had 
almost ceased to be visible. In 1885 it began to recover and 
t.hen it showed up as a faint, pink oval ring with its centre 
occupied by a white cloud which in the following year so 
extended as to almost obliterate its outline. Gradually the 
white veil cleared away and in May 1891 it had recovered 
much of the intensity of colour which had rendered it so con
spicuous an object in 1879. It remained a bright object 
thoughout 1892 and then began to fade again and by 1897 
it had become practically invisible. From this date to last 
year it has been a difficult object, for the most part was 
searcely visible. During the last year Mr. Raman and I were 
fortunate in having the Red Spot visible again and our work 
has centred largely on th~SI famous feature. We have noticed 
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in the course of our observations two striking characteristics 
of the spot: 

(1) Its influence (bot,h attractive and repulsive) on its 
surroundings; 

(2) Its westward drift. 
So far back as 1879 when the Red Spot first became con

spicuous, Barnard, the celebrated American Astl'onoml?l', 
called attention in the English Mechanic to t,he repulsive force 
exerted by the spot. The belts on the North and South sides 
of t,he ellipse were bulged out and t,here was a sea of light 
almost completely round it. Drawings taken in 1888 show 
the same feature though not in so marked a degree. During 
the past, year we have found evidence that this repulsive 
force still exists. Invltl'iably 1 have noticed that immediately 
round the spot there is a sort of white border and that the 
darkness of the belt shades off in the neighbourhood of the 
spot, but what is even more interesting, we have evidence 
which seems to show that the spot exerts now an attractive 
force. A black narrow elongated spot" which on the 1st, August 
was some 17,000 miles to t,he West of the ellipse, drifted East 
until on the 3rd Nopkmber it, had actufl11y collided with it, 
i.e., it was attracted (1,1' tihe rate of 500 miteR per day. 'rhat 
it was at,tracted, and not, merely drift,ed, appears to be shown 
by the faot that when it reached the spot there it struck and 
gradwtlly shortened ill length and became fainter and fltinter 
until by the end of t,he month (RepLem bel') it had completely 
disappeared. It appears cert,n,in tha.t the Jesser spot was 
entirely swallowed up by the greater. 

Then as regardR the drifting East of the Red Spot itself, 
l,oh80 investiga,ted this drift most oxham'ltively hetween the 
year~ 1878 and ] 8\)7, ~tnd he found t,hat, it,R rotation period 
war; longer Oum the rei:-iL of t,he HUrface of t,he phtnet,. Cla.l
eula,ting backwards ho found it, 1ll1d wH,ndored over more than 
! t,he circurnferen(:c of the par~dlel in which it was situat;ed. 
Our obHervations last; year undoubtodly confirmed Lohse'!!,
conclusion as regards the drift, genemlly, bllt we found its rato 
of progress backwards, that is East. to be even more rapid 
t,hMl he calculated. We have found its rotation period to be 
9 hours 55 minutes 4] seconds, whereas the genenLl rotrLtion 
appears to be about, !) hours 55 minut.es 28 i::\econcls. What, 
then,oan the surfa,co condit,ions of Jupiter be like which allow 
an enormous l1rea t,o drift slowly backwards in this st.range 
m~l,Imer that at one and t,he same time exerts a repuli::\ive and 
an attractive forco ~ 

Inside, lHlt, on the sout,hern side of the dark South Equatorial 
B€~lt thoro runs a narrow bright, ba,nd about, 1 way roulldth. 
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planet, known as the South Tropical Disturbance. This bright 
band comes stealing along like a, lomake, when the Red Spot 
is on t,he left of the disc, for the preceding end has often a 
make-like appearance, sometimes pointed, sometimes round· 
ed, and somet,imes swollen out like the top of a walking stick. 
On the 20th October I noticed a dent in the knob-like end 
~md this persisted for 10 days, gradually filled up and then 
disa,ppeared. I have also noticed irregularities along the 
northern ,edge of this band. These changes and appearance!> 
have been Reen also by Mr. Raman. 

Immediately preceding the South Tropical Disturbance 
Mr. Raman and I, about the end of August, noticed a notch 
in the dark band between the Southern Tropical Disturbance' 
and the Sonth Tropical Zone. This kept its position and 
persisted until well into September, when it appeared no 
longer as a notch but as 8i long drawn out hollow which 
gradually filled up. 

In the middle of May I noticed a curious notch in the same 
dark band but much further to the 'Vest. Bad weather in 
June and the early part of July prevented further observations. 
However, on the 26th July there was no trace of it, but on the 
23rd August I noticed a curious swelling in the same belt and 
in about the same longitude. This swelling continued until 
September 9, when it changed into a kind of fa,int ga,p in t.he 
belt, lengthening slightly as the days passed by until by the 
30th October it was fully twice as long as before. Calculations 
show that this gap rotates more slowly t,han the Great Spot. 
1!iz., 9 hours 5.5 minut.es 25 seconds, and as this corresponds 
with the general rotation period of the planet it follows that 
there is not much drift in connection with this feature. 

We now come to the great Equatorial Zone. This is a 
most active area and differential movements are going on here 
right round the planet. The most striking feature is t,he 
fairly regula,r system of arches with their bases pointing North. 
This arrangement,can be seen at any position of the planet,'s 
revolution. The pillars of the arches are generally vertical, 
but they are often tilted. Sometimes to the left and occasion
ally to the right ; sometimes two arches coalesce into Olle 

large arch though the middle base remains. 
At the lower part of each pillar is invariably a black rect~ 

angular spot or base. These arches are a most striking feature 
and were visible every time the planet was observed. 

But we have not yet finished with this great Equatorial 
Band. Up to the 23rd Beptem l)er the dark South Equatorial 
Belt and the bright Equatoria.l Zone were about, equal in 
breadth, but the next day I noticed that the South Equatorial 
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Belt was widening. Mr. Raman noticed the same change. 
This widening went on until October 15, when the belt had 
widened to such an extent as to swallow up the entire southern 
half of the Equatorial Band. This was surely a most moment
ous change. It meant that this belt had increased in breadth, 
some 13,000 miles in 22 days or at the rate of 600 miles a day 

Both Mr. Raman and I have noticed other minor changes 
too numerous to be mentioned here such as the sudden ap
pearance of bright and dark spots persisting for a day or two 
and then disappearing. 

Up to this point I have confined my attention to the south
ern portion of the planet, and it is a striking fact that most 
of the changes that are visible occur in the southern regions 
(of the planet.). Only very occasionally are spots or changes 
in the a,rrangement of the belts or zones seen in the northern 
areas. I have seen both'dark spots and white spots in the 
Northern Equatorial Belt, but these have been infrequent. 
From Mr. Raman's slides you will, see that this has been his 
experience also. The dark belts and the bright zones retain 
their regular straight appearances and are rarely ever ruffled. 

We must now pass on to the consideration of Jupiter's 
sa.tellites. To the possessor of a good 4" or even 3", if it be 
()f excellent quality, the satellites are a. never failing source 
()f interest. Exa.mine them on a good night. Four satellites are 
easily seen. An ordinary opera glass will see them,. but they 
may not be seen all together. Sometimes 2 are visible on one 
side the planet and 2 on the other, sometimes 3 on one side' 
and only 1 on the other. Sometimes they are aU on one side" 
Sometimes 3 are visible on one side, the other being eclipsed 
by passing into the planet's shadow or by paRsing behind the 
disc of the planet. Occasionally no satellite is visible being 
either all eclipsed or occulted. This is a rare occurrence, 
Very often the shadow of a satellite may be seen on the disc. 
This is always a beautiful spectacle. The shadow is round' 
and inky black, but cases have been known where the sha.dow 
was ()val near the edge. But an even more beautiful sight is 
the satellite itseH on the dise, and this is a frequent occurrence, 
for the planes of the satellites oorrespond closely with the plane 
of the planet's orbit. You see the bright satellite approa.ching 
the edge of the planet; then it passes 011 to the disc, a.nd strange: 
to say it remains for some time almost as brillia.nt as before. 
Then its light begins to pale, but not until several minutes, 
have elapsed does it become dull. Now it loses its light and: 
becomes so faint that when it traverses a bright zone it is very 
difficult to follow its course across the disc. Then when it 
nears the cdge it besins to brighten up again, and long befor. 
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it reaches the edge it shines out with the same brilliant lustre 
it possessed before. 

The reason for this brightening up at the edge must be that 
the planet at its edge is darker or rather duller in appearance 
than in its central regions, and this seems to suggest that here 
we are looking through a greater depth of atmosphere than 
on the centre of the disc. The Sun shows the same darkening 
at its edge, but not so the Moon which has but little atmosphere 
if any at all. 

From time to time strange phenomena take place with 
reference to these satellites. On one occasion the planet 
occulted a certain satellite, but the satellite instead of dis~ 
appearing instantaneously, as is the case when a star is 00-

culted by the Moon, was some 45 seconds before it entirely 
disappeared, in fact during that period it was actually shining 
through the edge or limb of the planet. This extraordinary 
phenomenon was seen by Mr. Todd, of Adelaide (Govern
ment Astronomer for South Australia), and his Assistant; 
no doubt can possibly be entertained by any impartial person 
as to the credibility of this occurrence, for both Mr. Todd and 
his Assistant were most capable and reliable observers, and 
they used a first-class telescope, an 8/1 Cooke Refractor, more
over on 4 separate occasions they witnessed the same 
occurrence. 

This can only mean that the outer layer of the planet on 
those occasions must have been sufficiently gaseous and 
transparent for the satellite to shine through an immense 
depth of the planet's outer substance. 

The more we study the planet the more overwhelming do 
the problems associated with it appear to become. 

The satellites of Jupiter follow the rule of the planets, i.e., 
the inner ones are less than the outer ones. Nos. I and II are 
each about 2,000 miles in diameter and III and IV are about 
3,000, their periods of revolution round their primary 
ranging from 11 day to 16! days. 

To an inhabitant on the Moon, our Earth in the sky will 
look a huge object, but what will Jupiter with his mighty 
bulk look like to a dweller on its nearest satellite. A little 
calculation shows that the planet will appear in the sky as a 
globe with a diameter about 40 times greater than that of the 
Full Moon. Think of that monstrous ball in the heavens. 

In our schooldays we were taught that Jupiter had 4 moons, 
but knowledge has advanced since then. On the 9th September 
(at midnight) 1892, 13arnard of the Lick Observatory (Cali
fornia), whilst carefully examining the neighbourhood of 
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Jupiter with the 36" Refractor, detected "an exceedingly 
small star" close to the planet and which he at once suspect
ed to be a new satellite, a suspicion he soon verified. It 
was the di5covery of the year and created a great sensation 
in the Zl,21-,r<)IlOmical world. We with our 3" or 5" or 7" 
telescopes cannot hope to see this addition to Jupiter's 
family for it is but a child of the lath magnitude and lies 
very close to its parent. 

But this is not alL In 1904 a 6th satellite and in 1905 a. 
7th were discovered photographically at the Lick Observatory, 
and in February 1908 an 8th was discovered by the camera. 
at Greenwich, and this latest addition is of special interest. 
because its motion round the primary proves to be retrograde. 
The latest U.e., the 9th) addition (Phoebe) to Saturn's system 
ha,s a retrograde motion also. How the supporters of the 
Nebular hypot,hesis reconcile these retrograde motions with 
their pet theory I am waiting to hear. 

To formulate a theory that will fit and accurately account 
for all the extraordinary phenomena seen on the surface of 
Jupiter will require a better theorist than your lecturer to 
night, HInd I have to confess that theorising has never been my 
forte, still speculating as to the condition, or some of 
the conditions of things 011 such a strange planet is such a 
fascinating occupation that I feel in some mectsure drawn to it, 
even though hitherto I luwe been quite a stranger to such 
pursuits. 

I think we may t,ake it £01' granted that some kind of 
atmosphere exists on the planet. Vogel and Huggins h!tve 
shown that the spectrum of Supiter cannot be explained except 
on the ground that an atmoflphere exists, for there are absorp~ 
tion lines which in all probability owe their origin to the dense 
atmosphere that surrounds the planet. Then how can we 
explain the dusky edge of the planet except on the ground 
that it has an atmosphere. 

In Text Books it is generally stated that Jupiter shines to 
some extent by its own inherent light. If this be so, how can 
we explain the total extinction of a satellite when it ente-rs 
the shadow cast by the planet ~ So far as I know, no satellite 
has ever been known to b~ visible, however fa,intly, whi.te 
in the shadow. Now if any light emanated from the planet 
surely some of t,he great modern telescopes would either 
reveal the satellite visuaUy or it would make some slight 
impression on the sensitive plate. If the pla,net give out 
light of its own it must he very Klight. But, even though it 
be proved that Jupit,cl' gives olt but little light, this is no 
proof t,lH~t its surf<~cc is of the StttnO (:old tH~t,tlI.'C ,t::; t.lU1t of our 
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Earth. It may resemble cooling lava, hot and viscid, but 
giving off practically no light. Indeed, there is much to show 
that this is probably Jupiter's surface condition, otherwiso 
how shall we explain the strange differential movements 
that are taking place almost everywhere in the southern 
regions and to some slight extent in the northern areas also 1 
Some of these changing features are sufficiently permanent 
to persist for years. The Red Spot has been observed system~ 
atically for 38 years, and the general finding is that its rota
tion period is greater than that of any other feature on the 
planet. Indeed, scarcely any two spots or areas have the sarno 
rotation period. This would seem to show that the surfaoe 
which we see is of a liquid or viscous nature and that the great 
Red Spot is a kind of floating island continent of a still mora 
viscous nature which lags behind slightly owing to the friction 
of the atmosphere. Difficulties there are of course, but 
other phenomena appear to point in the same direction. 
You will remember the black rectangular spot I referred to in 
the early part of the lecture. This was attracted by the 
Red Spot and eventually entirely absorbed into its own. sub
stance. The elliptical shape of the spot, too, is evidence 
of the same kind. The broadening of the great South 
Equatorial Belt can be partly e:x:plained by this theory and 
so can the notch that appeared in front of the South 
Tropical Disturbance, at first deep and narrow but later 
shallow and long drawn out. To e:x:plain the origin of the 
spots, white and black and red as well as notches, protu
berances, arches and such like phenomena is not easy in this 
state of our limited knowledge of the planet. If we assume 
that the surface is in a more or less viscous condition we mUi:lt 
also take it for granted that vulcanicity is rife, and in aU 
probability on an enormous scale on the planet. There havQ 
been periods in the past on the Earth when there have been 
outpourings of volcanic matter on a stupendous scale, tho 
lava so poured out has varied in colour. We have the baHic 
lava-basalt, bJack as ink in places, we have the acid hWltH, 

the trachytes and rhyolites light or grey in appettrance. Ann 
then we must not forget the immenr:;e volumes of steam that 
dways accompany each outpouring. Take one or two area:;;: 
the Deccan outpouring and the ba,saltic outflow covering the 
Nort,h of Ireland and West of Scotland. We can quite imf1~ 
gine a blaek spot could be found on Jupiter's surface when 
we remember what has taken place on our own planet. 
'I'lae notch preceding the South Tropical Disturbance might 
well be a huge outpouring partly in the Routh Tropical Belt, 
and South Tropical Zone. And we see it as a notch only 
because the sout,hern half is of the sam.e colour ali the South 
Tropical Zone. 
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The gap I referred to appeared at first as a kind of swelling, 
but afterwardR the colours in the swelling and zones merged 
and we could only see it as a gap. But there are difficulties 
and I can at best only make a few suggestions. 

And, after all, we must not be dogmatic for our knowledge 
of the planet is still meagre. But I think '8 we have Been 
sufficient to show us that the planet is not yet in a condition 
to sustain life such as this Earth sustains." It is evidently 
st.ill in its infancy. but surely it is being prepared for some 
noble purpose. Can such a magnificent orb, with such a 
magnificent array of attendants circling round it, exist 
merely to reflect a feeble light to a few planets in this Solar 
system ~ I cannot think this. I would prefer to think its 
Creator has designed it for a higher purpose. I prefer to 
apply to it the words of the great inspired seer who 8poke: 
., For thus saith the Lord that created the heavens, God 
himself that formed the world and made it ; he hath establish~ 
ed it, he created it not in vain, he formed it to be inhabited." 

Saturn and His System 
By C. V. RAMAN, M.A. 

AT the Town Hall on the evening of Friday the 12th 
MaTch 1915, !II lcuture on Saturn, his system of rings and 
moons was delivered by Mr. C. V. namall, M.A., under the 
auspiues of the Astronomical Society of India. The Hon. Mr. 
W. A. Lee presided. 

The lecturer said that Saturn was undoubtedly the most 
bcaut,iful and mOi'lt interesting of aU planets, if not indeed 
of all celestial objocts ; and the constitution of tho planet and 
rings as disclos(~d by modern telescopic and spectroscopio 
rosea.rch certainly added greatly to this interest. Saturn was 
known fl.nd his movements had been studiea from the 
remot,est antiquities and in commOn with the other planets 
he had been given a place in the Pantheon. The fact tha.t 
had most impressed the ancients was the extreme slowness of 
his movement along the signs of the Zodiac. The leoturer 
explained that according to modflrn ideas, this apparent 
movement W~tS due jointly to the movements of Saturn and 
the Earth round the Sun, and its smallness was due to th(l 
great lengt,h of the period of revolution of Saturn; and also 
to his distance from the Sun being large compared with the 
diameter of the Earth's orbit. This slowness of Saturn'. 
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